Tourists tend to flock to Italy for its breathtaking views, vibrant culture, and abundant historical monuments as you will discover in this article. This article does away with that stress by discussing the most interesting things to do and places to visit in Italy, allowing you to stop stressing and start looking forward your vacation. 15) Genoa This city is not the largest (or most well-known) city in Italy by any stretch of the imagination, but it does have its charms. Another attraction is Genoa’s “Old City.” These buildings are functional and fully occupied medieval quarters, and they are among the largest and most well-preserved of their kind in Europe. Any history buff should not pass up the opportunity to visit these historical buildings. In addition to exploring Italy proper, you can also hop over to neighboring Sicily and enjoy a different side of life that also offers some of the best food and drink in the region. Here are the best things to do in Italy: 1. Visit the Valley of the Temples. Source: Shutterstock. Valley Of The Temples. If you are going to visit charming Sicily as part of your travels then your first stop needs to be the Valley of the Temples which is located in Agrigento. Anyone heading to Florence shouldn’t miss the chance to visit one of arguably the most famous galleries in the world. This museum is stuffed full of the works of Italian greats such as Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael, Michelangelo, and Caravaggio which are all displayed in one of the prettiest buildings in Italy, the Palazzo degli Uffizi. Here is a list of Italy’s best-known attractions and must-see sights. Make sure you book tickets in advance if possible to avoid having to wait in a long line. Although there are other Roman amphitheaters in Italy, Rome’s Colosseum is the world’s largest and most visited Roman arena. Ancient Rome’s huge amphitheater, built by Emperor Vespasian in AD 80, held as many as 55,000 spectators. Deadly gladiatorial and wild animal fights were often held in the Colosseum but it was used for other events as well. A ticket to the Colosseum includes entrance to the adjacent Roman Forum and Palatine Hill, among Rome’s top ancient sites. Author’s travel guide for Italy by Kazantzeva Elena. How to visit Italy on your own – from buying cheap tickets to gastronomic advice. General information about Italy Visa to Italy Insurance for traveling to Italy Travel guides to Italian cities Air tickets to Italy Italian airports Car rent in Italy Italian transport Accommodation in Italy Italian cuisine Prices in Italy Tourist attractions in Italy Italian museums Sightseeing tours in Italy. General information. Italy is a state located in southern Europe, a member of the European Union and the Schengen zone. Borders on France, Switzerland, Austria, Slovenia, Vatican and San Marino. Divided into 20 regions, including Sicily and Sardinia, which are located on the islands. T